Abstract
Transition metal dichalcogenides such as NbSe 2 have a variety of interesting properties related to their layered crystal structure. In particular these materials consist of layers of atoms which are metallically and covalently bonded within the layer but experience weak Van der Waals interactions with adjacent layers of atoms. This leads to strong anisotropy in both electronic and mechanical properties. For example NbSe 2 shows a superconducting transition at T c =7.0K with a highly anisotropic penetration depth, coherence length and effective mass [1] . Mechanically it cleaves eas- * Tel. 604 222 7511, Fax: 604 222-1074, email: kiefl@triumf.ca ily between the NbSe 2 layers. In addition similar compounds have also been examined as possible battery electrode materials since alkali atoms such as Li can be intercalated into the spaces between the layers [2] . NMR studies on Li compounds such as LiMX 2 (M=Ti,V,Cr and X=S,Se) find that Li occupies octahedral sites surrounded by six X atoms in the Van der Waals gap [3] .
In this paper we present a study of isolated 8 Li in the normal state of 2H-NbSe 2 using the technique of β-detected NMR.
8 Li is a radioactive spin 2 nucleus with a small electric quadrupole moment of +33 mB. The nuclear polarization can be monitored through beta decay as described below. In non-cubic materials this quadrupole mo-ment couples to the electric field gradient giving rise to an electric quadrupole splitting of the resonance which is typically in the range 10-100 kHz [4] . Surprisingly in NbSe 2 we observe a large single resonance centered at the Larmor frequency with a width typical of nuclear dipolar broadening [3] . This implies that the electric field gradient at the Li site in NbSe 2 is unusually small. The resonance varies weakly as a function of the temperature and magnetic field but has a strong orientation dependence. In high magnetic fields the spin relaxation rate varies linearly with temperature as expected for Korringa relaxation due to scattering with the conduction electrons. These results suggest that below room temperature the implanted 8 Li occupies an interstitial site between the NbSe 2 layers. The simplicity of the resonance suggests that 8 Li could be used to probe the magnetic field distribution near the surface in the superconducting state. Muon spin rotation has been used extensively in this regard as probe of bulk superconductors [5] and also near surfaces [6] .
The experiment was performed at the ISAC radioactive ion beam facility on the polarized beamline. Details on the polarizer and spectrometers are given elsewhere [7, 8, 10] . We mention here only that the highly polarized (70%) 8 Li + ions were implanted into the sample with an energy of 28 keV corresponding to a mean implantation depth of 150 nm. The beam intensity was about 10 6 s −1 so that radiation damage is minimal. 8 Li is the lightest nucleus suitable for β-detected NMR. This nuclear method has the same basic principle as muon spin rotation since the nuclear polarization is monitored through the anisotropic β decay of a polarized radioactive nucleus. The nuclear resonance in a static magnetic field, H 0 can be detected by measuring the time averaged nuclear polarization with a continuous beam as function of a small perpendicular RF magnetic field. The position and shape of the resonance(s) is sensitive to the local electronic and magnetic environment. Alternatively one may introduce a short pulse of 8 Li and measure the time evolution of the polarization analogous to muon spin rotation at a pulsed facility. The sample in this experiment was a single crystal of 2H-NbSe 2 about 4 mm is diameter and 0.1 mm thick attached to a sapphire plate. It was cleaved just prior to introducing it into the ultra high vacuum (10 −9 torr) to minimize contact with air. The beam was focused onto the sample so that there was no discernible background signal from the sapphire or elsewhere.
A typical resonance in a high magnetic field is shown in the top panel of Fig. 1 . Excellent fits were obtained to a Gaussian line shape. The fitted line width σ defined as the FWHM equals 3.5(1)kHz and is weakly dependent on the RF power level, indicating the measured line width is close to the intrinsic width. 2H-NbSe 2 is hexagonal and consequently one expects the resonance to be split by an electric quadrupolar interaction, present at a non-cubic site. The absence of a resolved splitting implies the electric field gradient at the Li site is 10-100 times smaller than observed in most other non-cubic crystals [4] . The observed line width is attributed to the nuclear moments of 93 Nb (100% S=9/2) and 77 Se (7.6% S=1/2) plus the unresolved quadrupolar splitting. The middle panel in Fig. 1 shows the same resonance in a much smaller static magnetic field of 10 mT. Note the line shape is almost identical. This confirms there is no large contribution to the line broadening in high field from a spread in Knight shifts or chemical shifts since in this case one would expect a decrease in the line width at low field. When the magnetic field is oriented perpendicular to the c-axis (see bottom resonance in Fig.1 ) the line width decreases to 1.5kHz. This is consistent with Li occupying a site in the Van der Waals gap since then one would expect line broadening from Nb moments and quadrupolar splittings to be greatest when the field is parallel to the c-axis. For example any broadening due to unresolved splittings arising from a quadrupolar interaction which is axially symmetric about the c-axis should vary as 1 − 3 cos 2 θ where θ is the angle between the magnetic field and c-axis. The observed orientation dependence is slightly larger than this simple model predicts, suggesting a more detailed calculation including fluctuating nuclear dipolar fields is needed to explain the results quantitatively.
There is a weak temperature dependence to the resonance line shape as may be seen from Figs. 2. In particular the resonance broadens slightly and becomes slightly asymmetric at higher temperatures. This is also evident from the fits to a single Fig. 1 . The β-NMR resonance in NbSe 2 as a function frequency for different fields and orientations. The top two scans were taken with the field parallel to the c-axis but at two very different fields; whereas, the bottom scan is with the field perpendicular to the c-axis. The temperature is 10K in all cases.
Gaussian line shape (see Fig. 3 ) which show the average frequency and line width increase with temperature while the peak amplitude decreases. One explanation is that a second site at a slightly higher frequency becomes partially occupied at higher temperatures. The observed temperature dependence in the amplitude, frequency and line width would then arise from changes in the occupation probability for the two unresolved resonances. In order to explain the observed effects the second site would have to be shifted on the order a 1-2 kHz or 50-100 ppm. Similar thermally induced transitions between sites have been observed for 8 Li in other materials such as Cu [9] , Ag [10] and GaAs [11] .
Measurements of the spin lattice relaxation rate were also carried out by introducing a short beam pulse of 8 Li into the sample and measuring the decay of the polarization as a function of time with no RF field. Good fits to the data were obtained by fitting to a single exponential as shown in Fig.  4a . The relaxation rates as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 4b . The linear behaviour is characteristic of Korringa relaxation. The proportionality constant 9(1) × 10 Fig. 1 . Note the resonance broadens and becomes slightly asymmetric at higher temperatures. The curves shown simply connect the data points. Fig. 3 . The temperature dependence of the peak amplitude (A), frequency shift(δν) and line width (σ), all obtained from fits to a single Gaussian line shape.
8 Li in a metal such as Ag [10] . This is consistent with Li in NbSe 2 occupying a site in the Van der Waals gap where the overlap with the conduction band is small. Note there is also a small relaxation at T=0K which we attribute to the residual effects of nuclear spin dynamics which completely dominate the Korringa relaxation in low field but are highly suppressed in 3T. We find no evidence of a discontinuity in 1/T 1 or the resonance characteristics around 30K where there is charge density wave transition [12] . This is further evidence that the Li is weakly coupled to the conduction electron band as one would expect for a site in the Van der Waals gap. 8 Li should therefore be an ideal probe for investigating the magnetic field distribution in the superconducting state near the surface.
In conclusion a single β-NMR resonance centered at the Larmor frequency with no resolved quadrupolar splittings is observed in NbSe 2 from 10K up to RT. The resonance line shape is a weak function of magnetic field and temperature. However the line width is more than a factor of two smaller with B perpendicular to c. The Korringa relaxation rate is also very small. These results are consistent with Li occupying an octahedral site in the Van der Waals gap. The simplicity of the resonance suggests that β-NMR of 8 Li is well suited to studies of the vortex lattice near the surface of NbSe 2 .
